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Abstract Researches on U-Healthcare service integrating medical information and IT technologies are actively conducted. U-Healthcare service is the next generation's medical paradigm that ensures conveniences to many users so that the society recognizes the importance and attempts for commercialization through various business model are performed. To form such U-Healthcare service market safely, various policies on the social structure should be established through the standard and the medical law to systemize of the medical information led by the government. Especially, the government's security policy to ensure the safety for the government leading visualization of U-Healthcare should be firmly established. Firstly, this paper presents U-healthcare Service and policy guideline. Secondly, it analyzes security threatening factors for the safe U-Healthcare service. By classifying the analyzed security threatening factors based on three major elements of the security, Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of security policy for each element is proposed.
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excavated on research developments and commercializations for the health care through remote diagnosis, medical information and treatment by easily using medical devices in anywhere. U-Healthcare is a new service satisfying the next generation’s medical paradigm and many researches on the services are actively performed. Currently, medical services are performed in static forms with patients themselves visiting hospitals. Service in such formations has disadvantages of time waste for moving to hospitals, lack of efficient data transmission between hospitals and lack of realtime monitoring on urgent patients so than medical services in new formations are in demand [1].

U-Healthcare service is the service to break from the formation of existing medical service while improving the convenience of user and the efficient medicine. However, to achieve U-Healthcare service, various networks should be utilized so that the hacking threat are occurring. And since the human life is handled with IT technology so that the security technology stronger than any other services should be applied. The current U-Healthcare service is in the commercialization test phase and used by a small number of users are using by introducing real services. However, the international standard regarding the security of U-Healthcare is insufficient and the relevant domestic law is not legislated so that the social concerns are increasing.

In this study, U-healthcare system and the security threatening factors are reviewed and the security policy direction for solutions of the security threatening factors established based on characteristics classified with three elements of the security is, Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability is proposed.

2. U-Healthcare Service Structure and Guidelines

The remote medical service is the core of U-Healthcare service having high possibility of the most fatal outcome caused by security threats.

![Fig. 1] architecture of remote medical service

To form a remote medical service, technologies in a combination form as shown in Fig.1 is used [2]. In the process forming the process, the physical information acquired through sensors the patient has is delivered to U-Healthcare service provider connected through various wired or wireless networks. The medical doctor makes a diagnose on the patient using the information acquired after processed by U-Healthcare service provider. And the diagnoses information is delivered to the display device owned by the patient through wired and wireless network and the service is completed.

The Queensland Health Centre for Healthcare Improvement and the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Service released the Guide to Informed Decision-making in Healthcare. The new policy and guide reflect a more contemporary, patient-centred approach than the previous 2002 policy Informed Consent for Invasive Procedures and supports the rights of patients and their substitute decision-makers to receive information about their healthcare, make informed decisions and have their decisions respected. Although a principle of the policy is to share responsibility for informed decision-making across all health practitioners, both inside and outside Queensland
Health, it is likely to impact most heavily on nurses and midwives as the largest occupational group[12].


Based on CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability), the most representative standards to classify various threats on information protection, the description is made in the aspect of U-Healthcare service and check on what situation may be occurred specifically.

3.1 Confidentiality Threat

The security threat on confidentiality is the threat to open the sensitive physical information handled by U-Healthcare service to third parties through tapping attacks in send and receive sections of data. The physical information is one of the most sensitive information that may cause serious privacy invasions. Specifically, the threat may cause insurance problems and social isolations by opening the status of specific disease[3].

3.2 Integrity Threat

In U-Healthcare, the integrity threat is on the attack tempering physical information in various saving spaces and/or transmission sections. If tempering is occurred on physical information before processing, either abnormal services or diagnostic information may be delivered to users. More specifically, with a tempering attack on a user’s health information, the doctor’s wrong diagnosis is induced and through the wrong diagnosis, health deterioration or threat of life may occur.

3.3 Availability Threat

In U-Healthcare, the availability threat is the attack stoping devices or service servers so that the threat should be considered as the most important in any situation for being the factor directly connected to the life. Especially, in case of the heart disease patient, if the availability is fallen in an emergency situation, saving the patient life becomes impossible. If the availability of a device actually implanted in body controlling with electrical signals, the serious outcome stoping the heart may occur.

4. Security Policy Direction

The direction of market service is determined based on the government’s security policy on U-Healthcare. Theretofore, the direction should be carefully considered to implement the safe society.

Table 1) U-healthcare Service security policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Proposal Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Mandatory Encryption for the Data Transmission Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Encryption for the Data Storage Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Encryption the Standard Protocol Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Mandatory Authentication Application on Transmitted Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Authentication Application on User Integrity Detection Solution Recommendation with Medical Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Anti-DDoS Application Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Mirror Installation on Dangerous Devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandatory Rapid Response to 0-day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If only the commercialization and the efficiency of the service are pursued and the service is developed without order, additional solution development costs and manpower will be required as the existing internet network and countlessy many initial victims will be produced. To avoide the occurrence of such negative result, the security policy directions on threats classified through the three elements of security as shown in Table is proposed.

4.1 Confidentiality Protection Policy

To ensure the confidentiality of U-Healthcare
service, the encryption in various data transmission sections should be mandatory to lead safe market formation. Also, in the domestic market, the domestic encryption technology should be used to reinforce the competitiveness of the domestic encryption. Also, for the length of key, to prevent the minimization only for the service performance, various situations should be counted and the security should be reinforced to the maximum by setting the adequate level with the performance. The encryption for DB is essentially required. The physical information should be saved and managed in the DB according to the service characteristic. Since threats exist for the DB to be open to hackers via SQL injection attacks, the DB encryption solution to defend such threats should be applied. In case of using physical characteristic as the encryption key or authentication measure, special process is required. In the situation using the collected data without a special process, if the key is tapped, the hacker will have the master key for the forever use. Such situation will produce an irreversible result and no user can use the service before changing the whole method.

4.2 Integrity Protection Policy

Integrity protection policy is protected by the user authentication, the device authentication and the service providing server authentication. U-Healthcare service performed remotely transmits data through various networks so that the system may be weak against Man in the middle attack. To detect such attack, message digest should be implemented in every sections. Also, in case using Something you have element to authenticate a user, it should be used in an unconditional security not opening to any third party. Also, although a maliciously changed result due to damaged integrity appears as a normal process, the user shouldn’t accept the malicious diagnosis by performing filtering in the application through a medical approach.

4.3 Availability Protection Policy

To assure the availability of U-Healthcare service, the application of security solution against various availability threatening attacks should be mandatory. In case of DoS attack, complicated problems may occur in all IT infra so that the application of Anti-DDoS using the unique pattern of each service should be recommended. Also, in the server security, as mirrors are to be installed to respond to the availability destruction, the mirror installation should be mandatory in U-Healthcare for critically dangerous devices threatening the life. At last, since there are possible attacks on the availability through weak points acquired through reversing in applications connected to devices or servers so that the application of anti-reversing is required and the management should be performed legally to complement as soon as possible in case of finding a weak point.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the security threats that may occur in U-Healthcare are classified based on the three elements of security, Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability and reviewed and the policy directions for the treats are proposed. U-Healthcare service is a rapidly emerging service currently and will become a popular service that can be easily approached in daily life in soon future. Therefore, to prevent various threats on security in advance, confirmed policy managements are required. The proposed directions are desired to contribute to the establishment of safe society by being reflected in the policy for U-Healthcare market that will be vitalized in the future.
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